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ABSTRACT
Why do states realign their foreign policies toward a major power? Previous studies highlight the impacts of leadership turnover and the conditioning effect of political institutions. Specifically, change in leadership tends to result in less drastic foreign policy realignment in democracies than in non-democracies. The current study contributes to the existing scholarship by arguing that there are important differences among non-democratic systems, namely between autocracies and anocracies. Due to the peculiar combination of strong domestic opposition and relatively weak institutional constraints, anocratic leaders have both incentive and capability to hijack a country’s foreign policy to stay in power. Thus, leadership turnover in anocracies is more likely to result in foreign policy realignment than in autocracies and democracies, giving rise to a non-linear relationship between leadership turnover and foreign policy realignment along the Polity spectrum. We test the theoretical propositions with foreign policies of 144 countries towards China from 1972 to 2015 as well as the cases of the Philippines and Sri Lanka in recent years. Both quantitative and qualitative evidences suggest that the effect of leadership turnover on foreign policy realignment is significantly larger in anocracies than in both democracies and autocracies.
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